A LOOK AT THE YAQIN MS-33B
By Les Carpenter G4CNH – December 2018
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Intro
The main purpose of this document is to provide the owner, or prospective owner, with an in-sight into the
MS-33B where, at the time of writing this document, service information is very scarce.
Hopefully by providing reverse engineered schematic diagrams, any component failure may be more easily
dealt with.
The author has wanted to get hold of one of these units for a long time, just to see what one is getting for
£350+. The one being reviewed was a second hand machine so it should bear scars from any breakdowns in
its life. There were indeed scars to be seen once the main circuit board was lifted, but these were not due
to breakdown but attempted changes to the circuitry as no doubt the owner wanted to improve it?
The first thing before dismantling was to check the RIAA characteristics, the parts all looked original so no
modifications had been carried out.

RIAA Plot

As you can see, the results are quite acceptable with just an early drop off from 60Hz down. This is often
seen as it reduces the gain where turntable rumble may start to be noticed. The author added an extra
20dB attenuator on the levelled signal generator output so that a check could be made of the MC inputs.
They matched that of the MM inputs so it would seem that the complaints of poor MC performance may
not be down to the RIAA characteristics or the solid state MC circuitry. Perhaps it is cartridge loading and
matching which is more important here, you are only given two choices and they are 200 Ohms or 51
ohms. The author cannot comment further on the MC arrangements as he does not use an MC cartridge
himself so any subjective listening tests cannot be undertaken.
The author was very surprised to find the MS-33B uses active rather than passive filtering for the RIAA EQ.
There are some strange arrangements here but the author prefers the reader to form his/her own opinions
on these.  One possible safety issue though is the power input Ground, again as is often the case, it
connects to the case via another components fixture and this should not be. Power input Ground should
go to the metal case using its own dedicated Grounding Bolt. The author found a satisfactory compromise
could be achieved by moving the Ground tag to the case end of the threaded stud it was originally bolted
to.
The thickness of the tag is sufficiently thin so as not to cause any distress on the other board securing
points. One could argue that this is still a kind of non-compliance with UK safety standard but it is less likely
to work loose in this new position and the tag is against the actual steel case at this point. Also the original
position gave the Ground tag an excuse to remove itself in the event of a lost board fixture, whether
through vibration or miss-placing after servicing.
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Power Board and Main Circuit Board (excluding the MC circuitry)
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Moving Coil (MC) circuitry.

Pretty basic really and relies on the MC owner having either a cart that requires 50.75 Ohms or 200 Ohms.
There is no room on the printed circuit board to add a DIL switch selector for different cartridge loading.

Front Panel Switch Board Circuit.

At switch on.
C203 charges and imposes a short duration MM select pulse on the Clear Pin of N203 Flip Flop MC14174B.
This will set all Q outputs Low, the ones of interest are those associated with Pins 2, 5 and 15. While Pins 2
and 5 are low, they ensure that the front panel MC Hi –Z and MC Low-Z LED indicators (VD203 and VD205)
are both extinguished. Also the feed via XP104-4 to energise the MC Relay K102 on the main board will not
be present.
The output on Pin 15 being Low turns on the PNP transistor V201 which illuminates front panel MM LED
indicator VD204. An output is also sent to the main board via XP104-3 to energise Relay K101 which will
steer the input circuitry of the RIAA amplifier to accept input from the MM RCA jacks.
It is worthy of note that if K101 is de-energised for any reason, the RIAA amplifier is switched to the output
of the MC circuitry. The circuit now remains stable until one of the MC push buttons is operated.
MC Hi-Z switch S202 pressed.
This imposes +12V onto the D0 input Pin 3 of N203 Flip Flop MC14174B which now awaits a positive going
clock pulse to transfer this data to its Q output on Pin 2. This clock pulse is produced by the +12V being
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passed through diode VD202 to the Clock Pin 9 via R202. Note that VD201 will be blocking the 12V from
the MC Low-Z circuitry.
When the Clock goes High, the positive pulse on Pin 3 sends the Q0 output on Pin 2 High, illuminating the
front panel MC Hi-Z LED indicator VD205.
At the same time, an output is sent via XP104-4 to energise the MC Hi-Z Relay K102 on the main board
which removes the 68 Ohm resistors and sets the MC circuitry for an input impedance of 200 Ohms.
The Clock pulse has done something else! It has transferred the logic High present on D5 input Pin 14 to its
Q5 output on Pin 15 and thus the PNP Transistor V201 will now be turned Off. This will de-energise the MM
relay K101 on the main board so that the RIAA circuitry will now be fed from the MC circuitry.
MC Low-Z switch S203 pressed.
This imposes +12V onto the D1 input Pin 4 of N203 Flip Flop MC14174B which now awaits a positive going
clock pulse as before. This clock pulse is produced by the +12V being passed this time by diode VD201 to
the Clock Pin 9 via R202. Note that VD202 will now be blocking the 12V from the MC Hi-Z circuitry.
When the Clock goes High, the positive pulse on Pin 4 sends the Q1 output on Pin 5 High, illuminating the
front panel MC Low-Z LED indicator VD203.
The previous output Q0 (Pin 2) will go Low (no positive input on its Pin 3) and this will de-energise the MC
Hi-Z Relay K102 on the main board, introducing the 68 Ohm resistors to set up MC input for Low-Z working.
The Clock pulse has done what it did before in keeping the PNP Transistor V201 turned Off thus keeping
the RIAA circuitry in MC mode.
C201 is present to remove any glitches due to contact bounce from the switches S202 and S203.
C203 does the same for S201 but also has a much larger value to ensure that it clears all the D type flip
flops on power up.

Front Panel Switch Board Topside View

Front Panel Switch Board Rear View
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Main Board Views

Well that’s what the underside should look like but the one I had for review was a little different.
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Board received.

Suspected changes previously made on same board.

The added links are to provide connections lost from broken tracks on the other side of the board.
A little detective work found some photographs of the same board, equipped with expensive capacitors to
improve sound? Why? The unit did its job of RIAA correction and as this is an active feedback circuit, there is
always the danger that the RIAA might get compromised by modifications, especially if no test gear is to hand to
verify its continued RIAA performance. Is this why the previous owner fitted the original components back or was
it to reclaim the expensive capacitors before selling the MS33?
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We may never know but the repair work needed on the board was a challenge especially as some of the
capacitors (even stock) are heavy and have little support, plus the solder pads are missing in many
locations. And I was going to blame Yaqin for having poor quality double sided boards, maybe they are a
little more delicate when it comes to modifications so please - Be aware!
Because the through plating was damaged, it was impossible to get a good connection to the solder pads
underneath the Blue Block capacitors so they had to be changed for more open Polyesters with longer
leads. This allowed soldering on the top side of the board, but as the pads were weak here, the links were
retained as a back-up. For the same reason, the Blue Block output capacitors were replaced with 3u3F
Audyn capacitors the author uses for MS23 LesBox conversions, so were conveniently to hand.

Final Repaired Board

The output capacitors are now firmly secured with zip ties and two have been placed around C101/C141
combination to help prevent anymore dry jointing under C141. This capacitor had to be replaced as the
extra lead length was required to stand it off of the board to allow better joints to be made on this side of
the board.
The board was also given some modifications to the MC circuitry in an attempt to make it perform better.
The first thing was to remove the 200 Ohm resistors so that an external DIL switch, mounted on the rear
panel, could take over the task of selecting MC High-Z. The MC Low –Z 68 Ohm resistors (R133/R135) are
replaced with 15 ohms.
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Proposed DIL selector Board for MC cartridges

RIGHT IN
LEFT IN
The board is suspended by two large solder tags bolted to the rear panel MC phono sockets. The solder
tags, originally intended as tags for BNC connectors, were obtained from the spares box but no doubt other
constructors could make up suitable fittings. The tags fitted the phono jacks perfectly and the smaller hole
in the tags, meant for a conductor, was approximately 2mm and that made it a simple task to mount onto
the board with 2mm hardware.
The Grounds are now isolated at the RCA sockets but come together at the two Ground Pins (G) on the
board to provide a connection for the Black wire in the present cable form, which is terminated with a 3
pole socket.
DIL selector switches SW1 to SW4 replace R132 and allow setting cartridge loading on the Right Channel.
DIL selector switches SW5 to SW8 replace R134 and allow setting cartridge loading on the Left Channel.
Board in position, provisionally set for 100 Ohms on both channels.

It was decided to change the alleged poor performing MC circuit to that of the popular and well respected
Le Pacific circuit which is a similar circuit, but dispenses with the 47uF electrolytic coupling capacitors C121
and C127. The Drain resistors R116/R130 are increased from 560 Ohms to 2k2 Ohms; the trickiest bit is
fitting a 47 Ohm resistor in the Source connections. This will involve lifting the leg of the transistor to
achieve this, not for the faint hearted as these FET’s are probably matched for gain. There should be a
slight reduction in loading where R122 and R131 are increased from 10k to 100k.
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Proposed full circuit with the Le Pacific circuit.

As can be seen, MC High now covers 23 to 180 Ohms and MC Low covers 9 to 14 Ohms.
No other work was envisaged or undertaken.
The MM RIAA was checked again and found quite acceptable.

MC circuitry gives the same RIAA and the changes of terminating resistance can be seen to be working
correctly.
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Final
Covers replaced and time for the listening tests. One thing that was noticeable was the complete absence
of hum even at maxed out volume settings.
A quick grab of an LP and let’s hear what it sounds like.
Disappointing at first but it was soon realised that the test record quickly grabbed from the pile was one of
those budget LP’s so popular many years ago. Urgh!
So on with Tubular Bells for another listen and that was most satisfying, a definite improvement over their
stock MS22/23.
Hopefully the MC circuit can be tested out at some time and a report added.
Is it better than a LesBox MS23?
Well that is difficult to answer, especially without any bias by the Author  .
Some say it has a slight edge over the LesBox MS23 while others say they can hear the effects of the active
feedback circuitry which makes it sound not as good as the LesBox MS23.
As an engineer, the Author does not like certain aspects of the MS33, it is as if it suffered from instabilities
during development, C110 is a good example. Note also that the MS33 uses two coupling capacitors, C109
and C111 where the LesBox circuit uses just the one. Note also the inclusion of 100pF at the input! This was
left out on the LesBox as the inter-connecting cable capacitances were considered quite adequate for most
MM cartridges. Could its inclusion be the reason for some people finding the MS33 being ‘warmer’ as more
of the HF is shunted off from the cartridge? Notice also how both of the Triodes have cathode decoupling
to provide more gain whereas the LesBox does not use them, employing tube generated local negative
feedback to keep distortion lower.

For those who still believe the MS33 is the same circuit as a LesBox MS23, look at the part schematic
below. The feedback components feed the output back to R117 in the first stage; you won’t see any of that
in the LesBox. As for the two reversed 10uF capacitors the Author is left speechless. He remembers his
sage mentor who once told him many many moons ago, “Don’t allow AC to pass through an electrolytic
capacitor!” He never had a kind word either for non-polarised electrolytic capacitors but is no longer with
us to explain his reasons; the Author just accepts the words of great wisdom he once promulgated.

I wonder what he would have said about the output coupling used in the MS33 
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